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All patches from a Media Processing Server (MPS) 500 system need to be removed. Which 
statement describes how to do this in interactive mode? 

A.   Use the pkgrm command. 
B.   Use the MPS Manager tool. 
C. Use the msiexec /x command. 
D. Use the Add/Remove Programs tool. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 54 
When a Media Processing System (MPS) 500 system is started, which file is used to activate 
a multimedia file for recording? 

A.  vmm-rec.cfg 
B.   vmm-cmr.cfg 
C. vmm-smp.cfg 
D. vmm-mmf.cfg 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 55 
What is the default target directory for software installations on the Media Processing Server
(MPS) 500? 

A.   C:\Nortel 
B.   C:\Program Files\Nortel 
C. C:\Program Files\Nortel\SelfService 
D. C:\Program Files\Nortel\PeriProducts 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 56 
After installing a license on a Media Processing Server (MPS) 500, which command is used 
to verify that the license has been activated? 

A.  plicd 
B.   srp -status 
C. check-license 
D. plicmon <hostname> 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 
A technician was directed to place license strings in the plservrc file. In which directory will 
the technician find this file? 

A.   %MPSHOME%\PERIplic 
B.   %MPSHOME%\PERIplic\etc 
C. %MPSHOME%\PERIplic\license 
D. %MPSHOME%\PERIplic\etc\license 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 58 
You have two Ethernet Switches for redundancy, and two cascade cables are used in an up-
to-up and down-to-down configuration. Which statement describes the proper configuration 
for this setup? 

A.   The cascade cables need to be in an up-to-down configuration. 
B. The up-to-up cascade cable needs to be removed for proper configuration. 
C. The down-to-down cascade cable needs to be removed for proper configuration. 
D. One cascade cable needs to be removed, and the last cable needs to be in an up-to-down
configuration. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 59 
Which file is used to define the set of resources required to load a particular protocol and to 
define specific protocol configuration parameters? 

A. %MPSHOME%\common\sys.cfg 
B.   %MPSHOME%\common\<proto>.cfg 
C. %MPSHOME%\common\etc\tms\sys.cfg 
D. %MPSHOME%\common\etc\tms\<proto>.cfg 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 60 
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Which statement describes what must be performed to ensure networking redundancy, when 
adding a Speech Server to an existing Speech Server Group? 

A. On the Media Processing Server (MPS) nodes, add an entry into the C:\Program 
Files\Nortel\etc\hosts file for the new Speech Server. 
B.   On the Media Processing Server (MPS) nodes, add entries into the vphosts file for all 
Speech Servers components that MPS servers. 
C. On the new Speech Server node, add entries into the vphosts file for all Media Processing
Server (MPS) components that the Speech Server serves. 
D. On the new Speech Server node, add entries into the etc\hosts file for all Media
Processing Server (MPS) components that the Speech Server serves. 

Answer: C 
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